
Sheringham Distillery Produces some of the Best Gin in the World
Sheringham Distillery has been awarded and celebrated for producing some of the best gin in

the world. The distillerys international accolades are understandable once you taste their

unmistakably recognizable spectrum of libations that offer a smooth balance only a chef’s palate

could perfect. Jason MacIsaac, Sheringham’s Master Distiller and Co-Founder, spent decades

of his career as a top chef in Michelin-star restaurants and as a private chef for a royal family.

Jason brings his chef-approach to flavor profile creation and distillation, crafting the

conceptualization of an experience into spirits, like the perfectly curated menu or fine wine.

Sheringham sources only the highest quality ingredients and has no limitations when dreaming

up spirit flavor profiles. A marine biologist and friend of the owners’ sustainably harvests winged

kelp from the Pacific Ocean, a notable botanical you’ll find in Sheringham’s flagship spirit,

Seaside Gin (World’s Best, World Gin Awards, 2019). Botanicals in their Kazuki Gin (Gold,

World Gin Awards, 2021) include Japanese Cherry blossoms and yuzu peel, and green tea

leaves and florals from WestHolme Tea Farm – the only Canadian tea producers growing rare

terroir tea commercially.

Jason started Sheringham Distillery in 2015 with his business partner and wife, Alayne

MacIsaac, the visionary and driving force behind Sheringham today. Sheringham was built on

the history and homage of the region where the distillery began. Years before Sheringham

originated, in a small town on Vancouver Island, Jason discovered a number of unearthed

prohibition-era moonshine bottles rumored to originate from an old hotel that operated a still in

the basement cellar. This discovery led to the timeless Sheringham glass bottle that they use

today. Embossed in every bottle is their signature sailboat, reminiscent of “Favorite” – a

historical handcrafted schooner that once sailed around the town’s nearby Salish sea. The

name, Sheringham, is borrowed from the original name of the town where the first distillery

began. The town later changed its name to Shirley – to fit on a postage stamp when the first

post office was built. As Sheringham grows, they stay true to their West Coast roots, sharing

with the world a piece of paradise.

For more information visit www.sheringhamdistillery.com

For brand assets visit Sheringham’s public marketing library.

For more articles visit Sheringham’s public article library.

http://www.sheringhamdistillery.com
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OAcwe5FJWRFsladPP_BQUJ2CsJcQEnBQ?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bAg9D0zXsOeP5vVK6k9aS-Par2dB9WSjNjHBN6vcKb8/edit?usp=sharing

